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_. ABSTRAC T
i This report is intended as a rigorous tutorial on synthetic aperture radar(SAR) with emphasis on digital data collection and processing. Background
information on waveform frequency and phase notation, mixing, I, _ conversion,
sampling and cross-correlation operations is included for clarity. The fate of
a SAP, signal from transmission to processed image is traced in detail, using
the model of a single bright point target against a dark background. Finally,
sonde of the principal problems connected xvith SAR processing are discussed.
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1 SYNTIIETIC API_:RTURE RADAR AND DIGITAI, PROCESSING:
'i/ AN INTRODUCTION
-?
I. Introduction and Motivation
The purpose of this report is to provide a basic yet rigorous
introduction to synthetic aperture radar (SAR), with an emphasis on digital
data collection and processing. The method will be to start with simple models,
and then to refine these models so they more closely approximate the real
world.
The only knowledge assumed on the part of the reader is a familiarity
with elementary algebra, trigonometry, and complex arithmetic, plus a faint
glimmer of differential calculus. All other concepts will be developed in this
report.
Completeness is not attempted here. Instead. we trace in detail what
happens from beginning to end when a SAR interrogates a point target on the
ground. The principle of linear superposition can then be used to infer the
result when th,_.terrain contains distributed targets, i.e., multiple point
targets. In the last section, some problems connected with SAP, are sketched
for the interested reader. Some knowledge of probability is assun_ed.
We begin in this section by describing a sin_ple kind of imaging radar: a
real aperture radar with no rang , compression. While this radar is not a SAR.
an understanding of how it generates imagery will prove valuable in the under-
standing of a SAR.
Our primitive radar may be thou l/ht of as a flashlight pointing doxvnxvard and
out,yard from the side of a moving airplane. Figure 1 sho_vs a view of the beanl as
l seen from directly behind the aircraft. The angle _r is called the "range" ele-vation beam_vidth and is related to the gr_,und s_vath _idth. Of c_,urse, the beam
1
GROUND
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Fig. 1. Radar Beam as Viewed from Behind the Airplane
is composed not of light, but of lower frequency radio waves, and the
"_ashlight" is really a radar antenna. Figure 2 shows the beam as viewed from
directly above the airplane. Notice that we have drawn the beam considerably
narrower in Fig. 2. The small angle _a is the azimuth beam_vidth. With the
proper design of a radar antenna, it is indeed possible to create a beam with
distinct range and azimuth beamwidths.
Now let us suppose the radar is turned on for a very short time, and then
off again. A brief burst of radio energy is emitted, whichwe may picture as
the shaded band in Fig. 3. (Note incidentally in Fig. 3 that ground range G is
related to slant range R by
• G
_- = sin ?e )
L
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Fig, 2, Radar Beam as Viewed from Directly Above the Airplane.
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[[ where Ye is flxe angle of elevation of the target from the nadir. After reflection
:: from the ground, the same shaded band is shown returning to the aircraft in
Fig. 4. Note that only the two designated areas (X) on the ground have enough
reflectivity to return an appreciable echo, and that the two echoes will arrive
back at the aircraft at different times, because they must travel different
distances. Suppose we have a receiver which samples the returaing echo
as a function of time and records its instantaneous intensity. Then the
s,_mpled intensity will appear as in Fig. 5, or as in Fig. 6. Thus we see
that by sampling the echo received from a single burst of radar energy, we
have "painted" a one-dimensional strip of imagery perpendicular to the air-
craft flight path. {This "strip" will henceforth be called a"range line '_ in this
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report, since it is orie,_ted along the range direction, i.e.. perpendicular to
)
the flight path. The term range line will also be used later for any strip of
?,
unprocessed or processed radar data which is oriented along the range axis.
t The opposite notion is an azimuth line, which is a slice of data oriented in a
)
t directionpat'allel to the flight path.) The paintbrush moves from almost beneath
I,
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Fig. 5. Sanapled t_lot of Rt, ceived Echo Intensity Versus Time
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_t:" Fig, 6. Alternate Echo Display
°:i _ the aircraft to far out to the side" the "movement 't of the paintbrush arises from
the different arrival times of the echo from different portions of the swath.
j4 Note in Fig. 6 thac if the two reflectors (X) were closer together than the
: _ width w of the pulse in Figs. 3 and 4, the two targets would blur together.
Thus itis imperative to transmit a very short pulse.
Now we have a strip, as in Fig. 6, but how do we produce a two-
dimensional image? The answer i.,easy: just keep painting strips next to
each other. We do this by turning on the radar again, when the aircraft has
moved over, to produce the neighboring strip. Note that the "width" of our
strip in azimuth {Fig, 6) is equal to the azimuth beamwidth along the ground.
We cannot "see" any detailwithin the bright spots of Fig. 6 because the
sampler can only record on_.._eintensityvalue at each instant of time. Thus the
two X's in Fig, Z cannot be separated. Ifwe now continue, turning the radar
on and off, we will "paint" a long succession of strips next to each other, The
azimuth width of each strip is the ground azimuth beamwidth; and in the imagery
we can only distinguish objects in one strip (i.e., one pulse) if they are further !
apart in range than the range pulsewidth w (actually I/Z the pulsewidth - can you
see why?). Thus our i.,_ageresembles Fig. 7, ifwe allow four '_strips."
),
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Fig. 7. The Beginnings of an Image
There are problems connected with this imaging approach. The first is
that the pulse width in range (w in Fig. 3) must be kept short, as stated above.
This requirement limits the energy transnaitted per pulse and tl_akes it difficult
to detect weak, distant targets. The second problem is that, as already stated,
we cannot clistinguish the two targets (X) in Fig. 2. Although we can alleviate
this problena somexvhat by naaking _a' the azinauth beamwidth, very narrow, we
can only succeed partially, since very large antennas are required to produce
narro_ beatlas. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a means of solving the
_ second probletaa. In short, a SAR is sinlply a radar which uses the infornaa.tion
_ fron_ an entire seqttence of pulses ,_long the _azila_uth _and not just one} to produce
,_ _ingle painted strip of ita_agery as in i,'ig. ¢,. Thus. for exatnp|e, all 4 pulses
in_p|ied by Fig. 7 n_ight be t_scd in a SAR to provide iraforn_ation ubo_tt the first
7
[i.
r
!, output strip in the figure. The result is refined resolution or ability to
i separate nearby targets along the azimuth.
t
:_ The first problem (i.e., the problem of weak signal returns due to a
:°! short duration pulse) is solved by simply transmitting a longer pulse, often of
t
l the type known as the "linear FM chirp." The reader may well ask at this
point, "Then how dowe obtain the required range resolution?" The answer is
that upon receiving the echo pulse we 1'compress" it to a shorter "pulse" by the
technique of cross-correlation, to be discussed in section III-B. However,
before discussing cross correlation we first require some background on
electromagnetic waveforms. The reader is urged to follow the detour method-
°-_I ically; the results will be well worth the effort.
If. I.;lcctromagnetic \Vavcforna Notation and Discussion
._k4<4
A. l'laase anti Frequency
Radio waves, like light waves, travel at a speed given IW
c " 2. 90770 × 108 meters/see. (1)
and are typically expressed as sinusoids:
s(t) = A cos (_t) (2)
ttere
t = time, a real number
A = amplitude factor, greater than 0
w = radian frequency, a real number
The right hand term in parentheses. (_,t_. is the argum,,nt of the sinusoid and
is called the phase. If we put, for the sinusoid of gq. (2),
,,_(t)= ,_t (3)
then we have
_'(t) = _ = , (4)
Thus the radian frequency is tl,e tinge derivative of the phase. In other words.
[ frcqut, ncy is tl_t, rate of t'h,tngc of tim phnst,. I
l :\ naore general wa_ efor.n is given by ._
¢2
s(t) : A(t) cos (¢(t)) (5)
i, whore both A and cb are real functions of t. Again, qb is called the phase
\
function and ¢'(t) the radian frequency. The (positive) function A(t) is tl_e
} an_plitudt, function. If we change variable by forn_ing a new function f(t)
*'(t) = 2nflt) 16)
then f is the frequency in Hertz, or cycles per second. Thus in the special case
I of Eq. 12), we have
_b'(t) = _. a constant function of time.
We have then
f(t) =_/2n = f, a constant (7)
so that
s(t) = A cos (2hit) (8)
From (8) we see that s(t) has period r. _here
r = 1/f (9)
Example
The following waveform is known as a linear FM waveform. ("Linear FM"
• st,ln¢ts for linear frequency modulation.) This form of signal, also called a
,, "chirp." is frequen_.ly used in SAR's. Define, for -T/2 _- t _ T/2 and real a,
)
l,(t) = cos _ 2 ] (I0)
I0
i _-- " - "_
1.
,,t.
....-¢'(; Then the phase is
I
at"
, ¢(t) = _ 111)
_ 2
t. and U_e radian frequency is
l *'It) = at (12)
Thus the frequency in Hertz is
at
f(t) = 2-'_ ( 1 3}
The term at in Eq. (12) explains the "linear" terminology, for the fre-
quencyis a lincar function of time t. tt',a -,0. then a plot of frequency versus
time for l.(t) looks like Fig. 8.
FREQUENCY
(1",2,aT 2_
- - {........... -,. T,ME
T2 _ . T.'2
L-T 2, -aT 2)
I.
l'ig. 8. 1 invar !'.kl l.'rt, tlut, ncv l'lot
11
', -:_.... L Note tt_at at t = 0 we have
_' - _:! f(t) = ¢b'(t) = 0 (14)
T
while at t = ±-= we have
£
aT
_,'(t) = ±-_- (Is)
Note also that we may differentiate the frequency in Eq. (12) and (13) to obtain
the frequency rate:
_"(t) = a (radians/sec 2) (16)
a
(t) = f'(t) =_-_- (Hertz/see) (17)
o_'J_ Eq. (16) gives the slope of the line in Fig. 8.
,: B. Interference and Antenna Beam_,,idth
c
Suppose we have two waveforms of unit amplitude and unit frequency in
tlertz:
sI(t)= cos (2.nt) {18)
See Fig. 9. We see that s I and s, differ only in phase, but this is enough to
¢ause totai cancellation. Tlm._, if we put
s(t): s ',t)_-s.(t). (2.0)
we ha _e
I) ......
%
s(t) o (2.1)
12
!
!-
t 5(t)
t
_2(t)
Fig. 9. Interference
We note from Eqs. (18) and (19) that Eq. (21) holds ,_,hen the offset
bct_veen the signals is one-half of a period. If we regard a wave as a physical
structure, then we may define a wavelength as the physical distance corre-
spending to "the smallest period". We usually denote this quantity by k, and
observe that the "physical wavelength" k and the "time wavelength" r (also
I
called the "period") are related by
' k = c r (22)
).
i
where c, the velocity of light, is given by (I). Eq. (22) is only a version of
the familiar relation
_' distance = (rate) X (time)
lt and if we recall that period is inversely related to frequency by
I '_ =_- 19)
we obtain from Eq. (22)
f
),f = c (23)
In words, Eq. (23) says the wavelength times the number of waves passing
per second is equal to the distance light travels in a second.
If in Fig. 9 we regard s I and s 2 as signals possessing the same
arbitrary wavelength k. then we see that in general t_,o signals will interfere
destructively ("cancel") when they are offset by ),/2.
Antenna beamwidth is related to the above considerations. In ]Pig. 10 we
show a point target returning a radar echo (of wavelength k) to a radar antenna
• of length L. The target is offset from the perpendicular axis ("boresight") of
the antenna by 0 radians, and is sufficiently far away that it produces a nearly
straightwavefront of parallel waves at the antenna. In the figure we suppose
that tl_eangle 0 is such that the wavefront is \ units further from the right
¢ edge of the antenna than from the left, (i.e., the offset behveen waves 1_
A
and
Q ,s,, a ,,..-,,.o.© a.,,© ,.,,,, and
they can_-el out. l.ooking, for example, at Q and Q we see that every
,r ,,-
1.
I ,
S
! t_. L _l
-r I
I
X
I
® i
i1 'I ®BORESIGHTWAVESFROMDISTANTPOINT. TARGET
Fig. 10. Destructive Interference in a Radar Antenna
wave in the left half of the antenna has a corresponding cancelling wave in the
right half, and thus we expect the net signal to be zero. This is indeed the
i case, and if we plot the strength of received signal from a point target as a
:' function of offset angle we obtain a curve resembling that in Fig. 11 where
_ ' ,
e satisfies(see Fig, I0) sin e " ._k (Z4)L
Since generally in SAR antennas, k is much smaller than L.
15
el
t:
t
o..I
f , I
-# - e/2 0 +_/2 +0
_
° Fig. II. Antenna Pattern
o
we have that e is small, sin 8 _ 8 and hence Eq. (24) becomes
e ~,_-- (25)L
(Generally the beamwidth 0 is on the order of 1° for spaceborne SAR systems,
so (25) is a very good approximation. )
Thus the null-to-null beamwidth of the antenna is
2,k
20 -'L-
0
However, the offset at whi,-h the return signal intensity drops to I/2 of its
maximun_ value is usually around ±0/Z; this offset is usually used to define
"half-power" or "_ dB" beamwidth, which is thus given as 2(0/2) = 0; hence the
3 dt3 beamwidth of a radar antenna is given by
(26)0- t-T
-_:!_i_! - ....
I' and we see that the longer the ph) sical antenna, the smaller the beamwidth.
Thus in Section I, where we desired a narrow azimuth beamwidth _a' we see
i" that a SAR antenna with long azimuth dimension was required.
"I How long? Well, ifwe wish to separate t_votargets I0 meters apart inazimuth, then our "flashlightbeam _'must be narrower than 10 meters on the
ground along the azimuth. (See Fig. 2. ) A typical radar wavelength k might be
0.235 meters, and the distance bem'een airplane and ground target might be
15 kin. Using the relation arc length = (radians) × (radius),
we obtain
10m = 0 × (15 kin)
so that
I 0 = 0. 00067 radians
and from Eq. (2_}
k
Ij ._ I{}
" i I.. = 357.5m
° } 17}
4
_Mr_ _, . .
:'t_55 ___'
i,
l
.!
I: Most airplanes are not equipped to carry an antenna this long! As we have
already stated, SAR provides a solution to the problem; however, our back-
ground development must first be completed. In the meantime note that
Eq. (26) implies that azimuth resolution 6A is given by
5A RX (26'):--ff
I
where R is the distance (slant range) between aircraft and target. (See Fig. 3. )
The resolution of a SAR will be considerably better.
C. Mixin_
Engineers alter the frequency of a sinasoidal signal by mixing, which con-
sists merely of multiplying the given signal by another signal and then filtering.
In this way a signal having the sum or difference frequency is produced. For
• our application we require the difference irequency.
As an illustrative example, consider t_,o signals having frequencies of
100 Hz and 120 Hz. If these signals are multiplied together, we obtain a new
signal consisting of t_vo components, or "sidebands". The first component has
frequency (120-100) or 20 Hz. The second component has frequency (120 + 100)
or 220 Hz. A lowpass filter will isolate the 20 Hz component.
To understand how mixing works, we consider the following well known
trigonometric identities:
/ cos(a + b) = cos a cos b - sin a sin b (27)
::/ cosla - b) = cos a cos b + sin a sin b (28)
sin(a + b) = sina cos b + cos a sinb (29)
J
sin(a - b) = sin a cos b - cos a sin b (30) i
i'
18
4-
!-
v,
i
i Adding Eqs. (27) and (28) and dividing by 2 gives
t Subtracting Eq. (27) from Eq. (28) and dividing by 2 gives
_in a sin b = ½ (_o,(a - b) - co,(a + b)) ,3Z)
Adding Eqs. (29) and (30) and dividing by 2 gives
1
sin a cos b = _ (sin(a + b) + sin(a - b)) (33)
From Eqs. (31) to (33) we see that multiplication of sinusoids translates to the
summing and differencing of their arguments.
To see how Eqs. { _1) to (3 _) may be used, suppose a radar is receiving
an L,cho of the form
e(t) = cos(.¢ t t) (_4)
" \Vht" 1" C
_.: = constant frequency
t = time
Let us split the return signal into txvo channels, as in l/'ig. 12. We
multiply the top channel signal t)y cosl..,t} and the bottom _hannel signal b\
l sin{.., t), where this time ... is a constant Ireq_tency of our own _hoosin_,
co_(_2t)
_) _ 1/2[cos(_1+_2)t
* _ (_1 -_2)t]
_:_, c°s (u:1t) -"--"IP
sin(w2t)
Fig. 12. The First Stage of Mixing
0-
: As is seen from Eq. (31) and Eq. (33), each channel output is a sum of
' sinusoids of high and low frequencies:
_ilB _'cos (w I +_2)t +_'cos (w, -w2)t (35)
_ for the top channeL, and
g sin _I + _')_ +_ sin (w! -w,)t_ (36}
'
for the bottom channel.
v*
l.et us suppose that (_1 " _'2 ) is the low (positive) frequency. Then if we
._: loxvpass filter each channel we obtain the out'out in Fig. 1 3. Normally, the
tcrn_ mi×in_ rvfcrs to the use of the top _'hannel, but if we use both channels as
_:4-- in Fig_. 12 and 1';, thc net result is a_ showu in Fig. 14, and consists of t_vo
k'
I
° _ 2,9
u
!/2 sl.[(_, - _2)t]
BOTTOM CHANNEL _[ LOWPASS
I/2 sin (w I + _2)t + I/2 sin (_I - w2)t v I FILTER
Fig. 13. The Second Stage of Mixing - Lowpaas Filtering
_| (w2t)
LOWPASS _ cos [(_I " w2)t]FILTER
I - CHANNEL
./_. LOWPASS _ sin [ (w I" Wz]t]
FILTER
Q - CHANNEL
sin (w2t)
Fi_. 14. Offset to I, O Conversion, Difference Frequency
, L
.iil
ii
i separate outputs, knowu ,_s in-phase (1) ,_lul quadrature ((.)). Note that in
t l"ig, 14 the st-ailing {amplitude) vonstitnts hnve been removed,
'1
'" [ The ordered pair of real tmmbers
1
i_ usually abbreviated by t_mthenmticians as
.i[(..,,-.:}t]
,=
where
e = the exponential function
Thus the tlct result of mixing with a sine ,tlld cosille channel is shown in b'ig. 15
[ '
,is a complex output 8i_an,tl with a new frequency.
" Note thnt it wouhl I)e just as easy to use a highpass filter instead of a
lowpass filter: in this t'ase we wouhl obtain the slim fl'eq/letlc}, instead of tile
differt'nvt, ft'equent'.v and Figs, 14 and 15 would he replaced by l,'igs. It, iliad 17.
\Ve tire IIOW rt,,idy to 8t, e how lllixittg i_ used to prt, serve t'oht, rent'v (i. e..
itzinmtl_ phase inforn_ation) in ,i .'4AR s Vstelll. l"or the transmitted pulse we use
a linear l.'N1 t'hirp nlodulating a high frequent'y cnrrier wave,
lln bleller,ll0 for real (I, we pitt
e"it) = t'o_ 0 t .i sill |1
_vhicit i8 fortlaally t,qui_.llt, ltt to ,i c.tt'tesi,ln pair
i0 iIl'" :- t'O8 I_ _in I_/,
proxidt,tl _ t' opt, r,ltt, t_l_. tl_t' *.'OlltpOtlt'tltS properly ill subsequent ,tlblebr,tic tnani-
|)ul,ltion_. Note that tilt, { _) sign in t'os 0 _ ) _in 1) is purely ,I fot'1_alit)'; t't, ltl
.in¢1 itll,lgin,lry Illllll]_l'l'8 "do not })It, nil. " \Vt, h,l_,e, fC'l" t'Xat_pl¢'. :, _ 4 = 7 but
; _ 4i 8I._Vs ; ' 4.i. ,trill i_ equivalent to (;..t), r1' II1' cquivalt'nct' is vali_t proviCh'¢l
!: ,ac _let'ine t_u_ltiplication I_y (,t.ld(t.d) - (,i, - lul. ,_1 _ bc).
'2
t
,,L2Z_2 -- ' ;,-:,,.... ' ......... :._ ..............................
(_ LOWPASS
FILTER i
4
=0_(,_,t).----e,. • J[("' " "2 )t]
LOWPASS
FILTER
sin(.._2t)
Fig. 15. Mixing Sunuaaary, Difference I"l'eqttezac3"
cos(,..et)
_ HIGHPASSw FILTER _ _s [(,. ! + ""2)t]
I - CHANNEL
ool (,, _t)
. _ HIGHPASS _ sin [("1 '_ ,_'_)t]
FILTER
Q - CHANNEL
! i?
I HIGHPASS
FILTER ' '
~1
: I .,G.pAssFILTER
t
sin (_-'2t_
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Fig. 18. iAnear Flk! on a Carrier = The Frequency Plot
By way of example, it may be helpful to know that if we define the carrier
frequency fo in Hz by
'_0 = 2, fo
then a typical value of fo for a real radar might be 1275 MHz. A typical value
of fma× might be 1284 MHz; fmin might be 12t_t_ MHz. The signal bandwidth
would then be fmax fmin = 1284 - 12t_6 = 18 h?Hz.
To continue, we require that even when bAq. (38)is not being transmittod,
a stable local oscillator (STALO) continuously generates a carrier waveform of
frequency _'o= 2, fo' This waveform is generated in two channels, producing
signals C I (t) and CQ(t), where
Ci(t) = coa(wot) (_¢_a)
CQ(t) = sin(_ot ) (3t_b)
_" for all time t.
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_ In a _AR transn_itter, the STAI.O must be extren_ely stable because the
carrier wave is mixed with the returning radar echo. This nfi.,ting provides the
critical "azimuth phase factor" ,._ in the following way. (The use of the azin_uth
I_, phase factor ._s given in section IV. )
Suppose the t: :rain is dark except for one bright point target PT on the
ground at a distance l_ u_eters from the radar transmitter. (This distance is
called slant t'ange, see Fig. 3. } It takes flae signal in Eq. (38) a certain titaaeSt
_ to traverse the round-trip distance 2R to PT and back. (We make tlae simplifying
assumption fl_at the aircraft does not move between transmission and subsequent
echo reception, thus flae radar sigr, al travels R units in both directions.) Since,
; t at flae speed of light c, this tiP,_e of traveraal is given by the relation
: c(_,t) -- 2ti
_'l we |lave
2 R
t,t = _ (40)
C
l'hus the leadiug edge of the pulse, which returns t,t second8 ,_t'ter its tran,_-
'1' T 2 R
ta:ission, is ret-cived at tila:e -"T _ bt = --7 _ _. Sita_i|arly the (('ailing edge
*.. *.. C
of the pulse returns ,_t £ 11- . after which tiuae the radar receives no echo.
l'hus iu the interval
• --7 _ _" t " -7 _ _ (41)
I
I the radar Peteiv¢,_ the et-ho elt). which is the trilz_sl_ittt,¢t sign._l ttt'laved by
,',l _ t'_'Oll¢l _ l
L.
!.
I
\..
t
i
(The letter A denotes a positive anaplitude factor proportional to the target's
I reflectivity, or "cross section.") (Note again that the correctness of (42)
_i depends upon a simplifying assumption: we assume that R does not vary with
/ t during reception of a single pulse echo. Without this simplifying assumption,
the range signal mixing would be complicated b7 a "doppler offset frequency"'
which is normally neglected in SAR processing. ) The returning echo is divided
into two channels (I and Q) for separate mixing with the carrier components
Ci(t) and CQ(t). The results are indicated in Fig. 19.
As before, we represent the pair of outputs I and Q from Fig. 19 as a
complex exponential er(t): (the subscript r denotes range signal, since the
Cl(t_ = co$ _,,ot_ CQ(t_ : tin _,,'ot_
• LOWPASS LC)WPA$S
FILTER FILTER
1 i1
I I-CHANN[I.) IQ-CHANN[L '_
Fig. I'_. |_t,sult of _lixiug the,Rt,turuiug Radar licho _ith
tht' SI'..\I.O ,_igtmls C I ,_;ad CL_
i .:! L,_r
I"
,+
_', independent variable t is "oriented" along the "range" direction. Note that eI r
is the return from a single pulse).
>Ii erlt) = A exp j - c +_ t-
t a+b a b
_+,.,=.+] Using the relatione = e e we may rewrite Eq. (43) as
' v>l I c++>t
+ o
+ ( +. a
erlt ) = A exp I J " exp j g t - 144)
where
Ca = exp j . ! (45)
is the azimuth phase factor and
:I 2 _aoR
a'a - "--c (46)
is its phase. We ren_ind the reader that Hq. (44) represents the demodulated
echo only on the interv,_I
< T 2R
T 2_._R,t+_¢. + -
""_ + C ,.. C
: _ We t_,ake first i_ few observations about Eqs. (44) to (40). First. the
,tzitx_uth phase fa_tor is itldependent of tinge t of reception. As long as the
re_'eiver is receiving signal frotx_ the point target leT. the philse f;tctor b;q. (45)
will itppe,tr ,ts a _onstant term with phase given t_y t'R I. {4t+J. Next. the ,azin_uth
2_
, !f
!.
I"
I
phase in Eq. (4t_) tuab, be rewritten in terms of wavelength k. To aee this,
t llO tt' that
; 2 ,_0R 2rrfoR
1 _it = - = -2,'<--
-, C C
and _o
:,r _a -- " 4rr.__R (47)
• k
where we have used the relation \f0 = ¢ {el° (23)), Finally, the factor
I /a I (48)
_) ¢r = exp J7 t- I[ is knoxvt_ as thv range ph,lst, factor and xve denote its phase by _ :r
:"r t- (4o)
_r _
Note that _ is of the fot't_
I"
a .!
: - y (50)
IR
_,= t--- = t- _ (51)
,'. ud
2R
;,s a fuuctiot_ t_ui_" ¢_f target separation R from the radar.
!-
i
_i¸ .
I D. Sampling
i Up to this point we have assun_ed that all signals have been analog.
i Actually, sampling can take place at a variety of points within the system;
_ we choose to introduce it right here for simplicity. Thus we assume that the
analog signal Eq. (44) is sampled as it is produced.
I The subject of sampling is well treated in digital signal processing texts.
The main issue is sampling frequently enough so that all the information in the
analog signal is retained. Such ideal sampling is possible only fo, certain
types of signals. One such type is a signal having a continuous Fourier
transform of finite extent along the frequency axis: the interested reader may
find the corresponding "Nyquist sampling theoren_" in [I] pp. 26-30. Another
such signal is one whose Fourier series has only a finite number of terms; a
version of the Nyouist theorem for this second type of signal is found in [2].
pp. 25-28.
The gist of these theorems is that we can keep most of the analog infor-
mation of Eq. (44) it" w_' sample it at sampling frequency fs' where
f = a___T (53)
s 2rr
Referring to Fig. 18 we st, t, that f is the vertical extent of the frequencys
graph, expressed in Hertz. Thus we are saying we must sample the complex
echo Or(t} at 0 frequency eoual to its "bandwiud_." For further discussion of
• sampling theory and alternate definitions of bandwidth, the reader is referred
to Ill. ill, t_l.
The sampling period At is defined as the time interval between adjacent
samples; it is the reciprocal of f ; hences
2,',
At = a-T (541
_0
i
- _,,,,nc lit_.__, 1 , ......................................................, ...............................................
_r_ __ _'_"" i,
m-'_._ i (Normally we sample at a slightly higher frequency than the band_ddth, and At
is correspondingly smaller.)
We now reexamine the situation thus far. We have followed the radar sig-
t nal from the transmitter to a point target and back aga_.n, and seen how the sig-
• _\ nal is mixed down (demodulated) to baseband. ("Baseband" implies the signal
is centered about zero frequency; the carrier frequency w0 was removed by the
mixing of (44)). Next the signal was digitized (sampled) at intervals of
At seconds. All of this manipulation is concerned with the return from a single
transmission or pulse. If we knew the terrain had only one point target at
T 2R
range R, we could begin sampling er(t ) at -_-+ _ and stop sampling atc
T 2R
T--c " The sampling window would then be T seconds wide, the width of
the range chirp. However, targets at a variety of slant ranges will be ret-urn-
_l ing radar echoes; thus we must h_crease the size of our sampling window to
/
accommodate ret_lrning pulse echoes from across +.he entire ground swath illu-
minated by the antenna in the cross-track direction. Thus we may assume we
start sampling at time T 1 . We take a new sample every &t seconds until time
T 2R
• ,: - _ + _ andT2 at which time we t-urn off the sampler. We assume T t 2 c
T 2R
' _'_ + _c " T. The time interval over which we sample is thus AT = T. - T1 "
the number of sanaples is N where
"-1 N = AT
._-'T- _55)
- 'l Tinac T t is the rinse of reception of the leading edge of the echo fron_ the inmost
point on the sxvath, and T is the tinae of reception of the tail of the echo fron_
t
the outert_ost point on the sxvath,
If PT at slant range R is the only reflecting target, then our array of N
samples looks like Fig. 20.
The first 0 in Fig. 20 corresponds to t = T 1. The last 0 corresponds to
t = T 2. There are N entries; hence we may denote them as a vector
o_ v = v(1), v(2)..... v(N) . Let us suppose the kth element of v is the beginning
SO that
J t
 .eov(k _-_ )--e
r \_ _/
we have v(n) = 0 for 1__ n< k andv(n) = 0 for k + _ < n_. N, provided PTis the
only reflecting target. Note that v(k), v(k+l) ..... v(k+_) all have signal data
from PT. How can we "compress" v(k) ..... v(k+_) into one or just a few
samples so as to obtain fLne range resolution, as promised earlier This com-
ii pression, itturns out, is the function of the cross-correlation process, and is
"I discussed in the next section.
1
(k - I) ELEMENTS _+ 1 ELEMENTS
[ . (_ +_) er( _ +2R +At), • (_ +_* 2_) ..... (½ + 2R) ..... ]O, 0 .... O, • r ' _ r • r --_--, O, O, 0
N ELEMENT_
NOTE: ,N THFABOVEVECTOR,• r (-_ "_) (_+ 2R  ',_,t)
_P _ = ef
o
b
Fi_. 20. Array of Samples from a Si:,glc ]'ulse Echo (rot_l a
Sin_te Point, Target
IIll. Vectors a Matrices m Cross-Correlation and the Ran[_e Processing
In this section we develop the ideas of vectors, matrices and cross-
correlation. While the reader with sufficientbackground maywish to skip over
the explanation on vectors and matrices, the section on cross-correlation should
be read carefully. Facts about cross-correlation that are especially relevant
tn SAR processing will be emphasized.
o
A. Vectors and Matrices
A vector, as described in the previous section, is simply a listof numbers
in a particular order. Thus (I,0,-3) is a vector having three components. It
...._ is distinctfrom the vector (-3,0, I). The vector v from the previous section
has N complex components:
v= {v(1),v(Z)..... v(N)) (56)
Iris customary to denote vectors as in Eq. (50); the parentheses enclose the
whole vector and separate parentheses are used to count the elements of the
vector. Thus v(7) is the 7th element of v.
Vectors may be added if they have the same length. Thus if
u = (u(1) ..... u(N)) and v = (v(1) ..... v(N)) then we define the vector u+v
by
(u + v)(k) = u(k) + v(k) for k = l,2..... N
' Just as naturally we may multipl_ a vector by a scalar (a scalar is just a
,_ number). If _ is a scalar and u = (u(1) ..... u(N)) is a vector then the
vector ,m is defined by
) (au)(k) = a X u(k) for k : 1. 2 ..... N .
j
/ _I_
L
t.
t
d ,4 matrix or array is just a list of vectors of the same length. Typically
_=_ the elements of a matrix are identified by affixing row and column subscripts;[
i thus mij might be used to denote the element in the ith row and jth column of amatrix M. For example we might define
t
M; =
- 4 \ 21 221
so that m21 = -I and m --.3.12
The reader will note that if the digitized echo return from one radar
pulse forms a vector v of length N, then the collection of returns from K pulses
forms an array ofN XK elements. We will (arbitrarily) assume that eachpulse is represented as a (vertical) column in the matrix, so that the row index
_, is related to the time of reception of a sample from a single pulse, while the
"i_,_,_,i column index identifies the particular pulse in question.
B. Cross-Correlation and the Range Processing
Let
u = (u(1), u(2) ..... u(m))
and
v- (v(i), v(Z), .... v(m))
t
be t-wo vectors of the same length m. We define their cross-correlation vect,J,
C , also of length m, byUV
Cuv(k) = u(t') v(k+_) for k = 1, 2 ..... rn (_7)
i=l
' 34
,J
where
_I _ In-l) rnod rn for n _ rn
+ n means
i mforn : m
i so that
(k+_-l) rnod rn for k+_-I # m
k_ =_
m for k+e-I = rn
+_ For example, if
" _l u=(l, -I, O, O, O)
b"
v=(O, O, I, -I, O)
,i l then [Cu_(1 ) = 1 x 0 + (-1) x 0 + 0 x 1 + 0 x (-1) + 0 x 0 = 0
t •
+,t !
Cur(2) = I x 0 + (-I) × I + 0 x (-I) + 0 × 0 + 0 x 0 = -I
Cur(3) = 0 x 0 + 0 XO + I x 1 + (-l)X (-I) + 0 × 0 = 2 (58)c.
o Cuv(4) : I × (-I) + (-l)x 0 + 0 x 0 + 0 x 0 4-0 x I = -I
Cuv(5) = I xO +(-1)x 0 + 0×0 + OX I + 0×(-I) = 0
In other words, to cross-correlate u and v. we successively slide v "around
• itself" and then multiply by u and add. as in I"ig. 21.
¢2
Note that Cur has a naaxinmnl at Cur(3), indicating that the third sliding
.... position of v gives the "best ta_atch_'with u.
-_7o,_i,ii.
__,,1 _ _ (!, -I, o,o,o) (1,-1, o,o,o) (1,-I, o,o,o) (I, -I, o,o,o) (1,-I, o,o,o)
_ MULTIPLY
v _' (0, 0, I, -!, 0) (0, 0, 0, -1, I) (-I, 0, 0, 0 I) (I, -1, 0, 0, 0) (0, I, -1, 0, 0)
ADD
Cuv(1) Cuv(2) Cuv(3) Cur(4) Cur(5)C
uv 0 -1 2 - 1 0
I Fig. 21. Cross-Correlation of Vectors u and v
The cross-correlation operation is linear, This means that if u, v, and
w are vectors and _ is scalar, then
C = aC (59)
_IA, V El,V
and
C = C + C . (60)
1.1, V +_,' kl,V l.l, W
To prove Eq. (59), we use Eq. (57) to write
C ttz, v (k) = E u{_'_)v(k +"'-'7) = ct_'_j tl(t))v(k+---"_) = OCu, %'(k)
_=1 _'=l
,_', _ i '_
q
l Similarly, Eq. (60) is proved by writing
m
Cov+w,kl°Eo,
e=!
-E -= u(_) v(_+k) + u(_)w(e+k)
_ . _=1 _=1
!_-_ = Cur(k) + Cuw(k)
l As an example, the reader may verify that if u - (1, °l, 0, 0, 0),
v - (0, 0, 1, -1, O) and w - 10, 0, 0, 1, -1) then
C3u ' = (0, -3 6 -3 0) = 3C -: 3x (0 -1, 2 -1, 0)V ' ' ' U,V ' '
and
C =C +C
U, V +W U, V 1.1, V¢
= (0, -1, 2. -1, O)+ (0, O, -I, 2, -1)
= (0, -I, 1, 1, -1)
Example
As an example we consider the linear FM waveform discussed in the pre-
vious section. Assume that a short linear FM return echo (of say 2M + 1 samples,
where NI is determined by the range pulsewidth T and ttle sample period At),
_7
7.
?
4 i':
i from a point target is embedded in a much longer vector v (of say length N)
I
t consisting of all the terrain echo samples from a single pulse. We denote the
_ 2M + 1 nonzero linear FM samples as
" s(-M), s(-M + 1) ..... s(-1), s(0). s(ll ..... s(M)
Thus for k = 0, ±1 ..... ±M, s(k) represents a sample from the ret_lrn in
Eq. (44). To see howwe may conveniently express (44) in terms ofk. the sam-
_ pie index, let us translate the time axis in (44) according to eq. (51), so that
time y is 0 in the middle of the echo return (44). Set
a n d
o = - 3- (At)" (62)
where
At = 2___ (63}
a T
is given by (54). Then we have. for k = 0. ±l ..... ±M,
"_e'ibk_ (64)s._,'u_= t
(An e,_sy way to see the validity of (t,4) is to set time y = At in (44), correspond-
ing to k = 1 in (_,4). l_oth b in (t,4) and a in (t,2) are comn_only called the chirp
rate. For example, in (44) or (I0), the rat_..._eof change of radian freouency with
respect to time is
_" (t)= a
,? (cf. eqs. (12), (13)).
We wish to cross-correlate v with another vector u of similar form. More
specifically, u contains the conjugate terms to Eq. (t_l), with B replaced by
unity. Thus somewhere in u is a set of terms
_(-M)._(-_i+ ])..... _(M - I)._(_I)
where
2
., _(k) = +ibk for k=0. ±l ..... +NI (t,5)
ALl the rct_ainin_ tcrt_s of u ,_re 0. (The vector u is ,iLso of lcn cth iN.)
l.]xccpt when the _ tcrt_s in x o\crl,_p with the _ tcrl_s in t:. the cross
correlation xcctL_r elcl_c_t_ ,_rc O. \Vhel_ therc is ox'crl_p, we _a\- choose the
index origin so that the index k runs frotl_ -,_1 to ,,'xl:
(" 11 - l_c -'lhk" l)tl<*_'
k=- _I
:St first si_t_t it _v,,_l<l appc,_r th,_t {_,t,) ,_i_cs thc <orrc_t tor_tlla for C {,, 1)
for all i'. lloxvcx or. rc<,lll th,ll _lk. _! is iloilzcro OlllY t't_r
).
m
i (k+g) = 0, ±I ..... ±M. For k "- M - t_, s (k+_) = 0. Thus the highest sunm_a-
_:! tion index in (66) is not M but M-_ _, and the correct formula for the finite dura-
'_>" I tion discrete linear FNI cross-correlation is
..... M-_
1 Cvu(_+l) E Be'jbk2 e+Jb(k+_)2= (67a)
k=-M
.... ",'n
/or the sand's overlap region
-2M _ (_+I)_ 2M
and
Cvuit'+l) = 0 {67b)
_I otherwise.
We show next that Vq. (67) may be simplified to
for -2NI _--(k'+l)_ 2NI (09)Cvu{_' + I) = sin(bf)
The reatier unconcerned with details may skip to Eq. (75).
Observe first that ,Hi!. (t, 7) simplifies to
X| -t'
E i2bkt' ,2l_c" e:bt (70)
k---,kl
40
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,!
I.
Factoring out e jb¢2 we have
M-¢
:"l Cvu(_+l) = Bejb_2 x _ ejzbk_ (71)
i k= -i%4
1 The right hand geometric series sums to the term in brackets below, which
I shows
Cvu(_+l) = BeJb .e'JZbM . 2b(M-_ _ eJZb_
, 1 - ej2be
= BeJb_2 [ e'j2bM_ " le*J(2bM_+2b_'2b_2)1- e_
17z)
> From both numerator and d,,nominator we factor out e "ibi to obtain
Cvult)+l ) _- BeJb_ '2 e - e X e (73)
-jbt ) eJb_e -
)
.jb_)"Factoring out e from the numerator yields
_ -jb__ e - e
Cvu(t+l ) = Be jb e
. e-Jbt' . e Jb_
Be
e ibi" - e'Jbi
(74)
L, ,
41
!-
i" so that finally
Cvu(e+l) = sin (b_) (75)
!
' °/ as promised.
Note that Eq. (75) has a peak magnitude of IB • (2M + I)I when _ = 0.
(Actually Eq. (75) is undefined at _ = 0, but Eq. (67) may be easily evaluated
when _ = 0. ) Also the first null of Cvu appears when _ satisfies
Zb (M+I) _- bSZ =±_
or
or
ez . z M +_- r ±E= 0
By completing the square we find
l
_. corresponds to the first positive null. Note that when Ibl is large, _--0. In
. fact, for fairly large Ibl, we may write
l
°t
42
i.
where
¢
i ? _ <<I
!
I Using a Taylor expansion (as illustrated for example in Eqs. (85), (86)I we
obtain
J I )- - I) z (77)
Eqs. (76) and (77) show that at the first null,
or
I'or values of .' greater than r the nmgnitude of }"q. (75) is
. Thus if
small ,'o,upared to its magnitude for values of _ less than ]2b[ IXI -ii
--!
x_e plot tl_e function [C _, '1)] 2 2'vu ' xersus _. we obtain the response of t.'ig. ,.
\Vc scc irot_l [:'i_,,.II that the cross-correlation of the return ¢.¢ho with
the con. uu,kte e.xponenti,l is t}_c ke.v to retrtexi:_u our lost range ,'e_olution.
lor. v, hil_, our trnnstl_ittcd chirp was 2._1 1 _dl,_ples xvi¢lv, tl_e result ol Cl'OS_-
_ ol'r,Ji,ttitl_/ is ol_],v 2 \ or 6all,pie8 wide. essentiall,v.
l 4.
io
'l
i
0
-Jr L2b (M + 1/2) 2b (M + 1/2)
Fig. 22. Plot of Square of Absolute Value of Linear FM
Cross-Correlation Function
In fact, the width of the half-amplitude (3 dB down) part of the curve in Fig. 22
(shown with the double arrow ----*) is only _ , approximately. We define
o this "half-width" loosely as resolution. More specifically, Fig. ?2 shows the
o,_c-dimc,_sional response to a point target. We call replace the abscissa units
c_--J
"_'" i,_ Fig. 22 by any convenient abscissa units desired, such as time t:
• t: ?At
i or slant rangc r:
t't
_ r --- "-3-
44
I '::"I
!
If we use the t-axis the half-width in t-units is called the time-resolution.
:_ _ The half-width in r-units is called the slant range spatial re'solution. We also
i say that the dimension of the half-width corresponds to one resolution cell.
l. When we recall that
"1 ab : - g (At)z
from Eq. (62), then Eq. (78) assumes a special form for analog linear FM
signals. For, if we let _r be the number of output samples within a range
resolution cell, then
Lr
,/
I When we realize that _r samples correspond to a time interval of _rAt seconds,
we conclude that
o
_rAt I
- :rAt (79)2-5_'MI
is an expression for the time resolution of the radar. Since
a ,.
tbl=_ (at)
we have
,-rAt
Time resolution _ ]_]
° / 11
= _At
*}
2x a (_t)"M
2,-,
Time resolution (80)2M(At)a
o
45
, , )
2
, .,,
/.
i
r,I
!I
Now 2M(At) is the approximate linear FIM pulse duration _nd a is the radian
{ frequency sweep rate, so that (2M(At)a) is the pulse radian bandwidth. Thus
!  .M(atla
I 2Tr is the chirp bandwidth in Hz, and the time resolution (80) is the
. reciprocal 1/BW of the chirp bandwidth in Hz! Now we can see why the term
_-'l "compression" is used to describe the radar cross-correlation processing.
_._ After cross-correlation, the signal looks like Fig. 22 and has essentially a
mainlobe time width of =I/BW. However, the original pulse time duration was
"_ T. Dividing the original pulse duration by the "processed" pulse duration gives
_ the "c 'ompresslon ratio" CR:
Thus the compression ratio is the time-bandwidth product.
ii We summarize: We send out a linear FM chirp of Hertz bandwidth BW.
We wait for the echo which we then correlate with a conjugate replica of the
original chirp, embedded in a vector of length equal to that of the echo vector.
If a point target is in the reflecting field, it will produce a lobe structure as in
Fig. 22 with time resolution 1
, BX_----7. The height of the mainlobe in Fig. 22 will
be proportional to the reflectivity of the point target (amplitude factor B). The
act-ual peak placement along the abscissa (labelled "0" in Fig. 22) depends
directly on the slant range R to the target at the time of pulse transmission,
If several point targets are found at varying locations along the inaage swath,
linearity of the cross-correlation function shows tbey will produce several
separate naainlobes, appearing at several different places in the out-put cross-
correlation vector, as in Fig, 23,
c.
/o
L
CJ
'1,
SLANTRANGER _-_
Fig. 23. Cross-Correlation Output When Two Point Targets Are
S Found at Different Slant Ranges
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Note from F2qs. (_1) and (t_q) that prior to taking absolute values, the
curves in Fig. 23 all have azimdth phase factors of the forn_
I__ -J--;-I - '-c-I
where R specifies the target slant range (see t-q. (7_)). Aa_d_ in fact, absolute
values are not taken right after range correlation. If they were, the all-
oJ important azimuth phase factor would be lost and the azinmth resolution would
be lindted by the antem_a azimuth beanlxvidth, as in Fig. 2. lloxvever, the only
reason we touk absolute \alue_ in the above explanation \yah to _ive tl_e reader
a picta_re (i.'ig. 2:1 _I x_llat lhe range proce_ccl biu_lal lot_ks lil-:e.
4 7
t '
I,
_i Wc at1,_ost to he_in the discussion oC the azinmfl_
I"ei3.d_] processing.tl |'l'
I it will I_, _seful to first cl_arllcterize the correlated returnIlo_ve_ er, raltge
I echo a bit nmre fully. Suppobc there is only the single point target PT in tiae5
l beam when our single pulse is tral_smitted. 'Ihen i£ t' is the actual index of the
ii cross-correlated return echo, the actual form of the cross-correlation result
is not l?:q. ((',9) but is rather a translated version or" Eq. (69) in which _ is
replaced by (i' - q). We may write
if
I Cvu(_') = B sin ' sin ibis' q]l (82)
_ Tile translation index q (related to [_ in (51)) reflects tile actual slant
range to I-_T, and is thus a function of R. Recall also that
II 4::R I
13 = A exp -j--v---,
a ]
is also a function of R. Tlms the, location of the peak in Fig. 24 is a function el"
,t:: /I{, and so is the azinmth phasc - \ ! tltat i_ attached to every.point on the
curvc in t'ig. 24. The azinmtll pllase is hadepe,_dent of inrlex _ (of. I-q0 (82)).
i' r<)ln the last ten,ark it may be evident that optimtml azinmth processing
blaould _nakc rise of t'vt, r v point on the c_tr\c of Fig. d4, fo r e,very pulse echo
in width t'l rettll'nS d siEnal. Nttth procc_sil_g is currently regarded as too
cotnp[ex, h,._xve\ or, at_d oraL.x the qth poit_t ia <_tsto_larily u_ed for the azimuth
proccssillg. \Ve _vii| rt, tttrla to this point later (l,ig. 27).
i_ i •
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Fig. 24. Dependence of Range Correlation Peak Index on R:
The Entire Curve is Multiplied by the Constant
Term"
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i IV. The Azimuth Processing
i
i The range processing involved operations on the information within.a single
l
pulse echo. The azimuth processing will combine the information from a number
of echoes, The azimuth phase factor _a = exp j - c of Eq. (44) is the
l k_.y to this part of the processing. Recall that this factor arose from the n_ix-
ing operation on the return echo. Although the azimuth processing is difficult
_: [ to implement on a computer, it is conceptually simple, especially after the
range processing has been understood,
The first thing we have to do is examine where the data from a point
target is found within a sequence of range correlated echoes. For simplicity,
we assume the radar is mounted on an aircraft traveling past a point target PT
on the ground. (The more complicated case of nonlinear or orbital motion is
easily understood if the aircraft scenario is understood,) In Fig. 25 the slant
" 1
TIMESOFPULSETRANSMI_JSION
//' FA_IGHT
• OOOo
PT
Fig. 25. Slant Ranges as a Function of Aircraft
Position Relative to Target
5O
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. . !:
- ranges to thee target are indexed as a function of the various positions
successively occupied by the moving aircraft, We assume that only during
pulses (-M) to (+M) does the beam illuminate PT. Thus there are (2M+l) pulses
/
____ carrying information about PT. We have labeled one slant range specifically
3
01 R because it represents the point of closest approach. The important thing to0
note is that the slant range R to PT changes with each pulse. We can express
this quantitatively as follows.
In Fig. 26, choose the x-axis along the flight path so that x = 0 when the
aircraft is at the point of closest approach to I_T. Then for any A/C position x,
l we have by the 1_'ythagorean theorem that the slant range R to PT is given by
R = /R_, + x" {8.:)
0
X
. A 'C FLIGHT PATH
........................ -4_ x - axis
I
R0
PT
i, lig. ?l,. l{t'iatioll_l_ip ot A t l'o._ition to Slant R,tngt,
' - "T
!.
i
I In a practical SAR, x is very small compared to R ° because we only needL
t to consider values of x when PT is illuminated by the narrow azimuth beam.
,1
')
; Therefore
x.__., 1
R o
and we may write Eq. (83) as
,/;R = R 0 + x (84)
Eq. (84) has a radical of the form
F(y) = _q + y (85)
where fYl "-<I. Thus we nlay expand F(y) = $I + y in a Taylor series about
y = 0. Taking only the first two ternls we have
_(y)- 1 +Z (86)2
as a good approximat/on when lYl --,-I.
2
Substituting y = (__x) in Eq. (84),,e ha,'c
or
2
X
R- R,_ + 2R,---'_ (87)
\_hich ,_ivcs sl,_nt ran,_e R as n runt tion of A C azimuth positi,m x.
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iIn l<Cl.(_7). tllc,\ariahlc x i_ line_rlv rvl_tcd Io thL,pul_c indt,x m. where
_ -,",I• n_ • ,",I. l'hc pulse indc× tl_ i._ in t_lrn a,s_ociatl,d wilh th'e ,sLant rangc R Ill
)
t in Fig. 25. \Vhcn the aircraft is at position x, thc ,slant ran,ce givcn hy I<q. (87)
I will dctcrminc the location of tl_c range correlation peak in Fig. 24. In partic-, ular, q in (82) \\ill I,c detcrminect b_' R whit'h is itself a quadratic iunction of ×.
_i[t Thus if we examine the scqucnce of range correlated cohos associated with t'T,
we see that the Io_ation of tho peak in Fig. 24 will vary with the pulse index, as
_'" in Fig. 27 (where Xl = _). l.'i_urc 27 rcprcs_,nts the, display of ran at correlated)
°l data over a scqttcn_ t, of pulses dul-_n_ \v}_ic}_ t_']" is illuminated. Fach echo in)
_ !" Fig. 27 is a ,op\" of the sim_soiclal \_a\t, for_,,_ of I<_t. tT_), where the location of
[ the peak i_ l':q. (751 ib now a function of x {i. _,. the pulse index). As n_entionedc,_rIier. It'. O.. P. T ,incI p. 50). _ c x_ist_ to co_l:i,il_c flit, i_lt'ormalion froi_ all
::I 8t'Vt'll p_lses in t.'i,c. 27 tO pt'Odt;, C O'lc r.lll.,.2c li_t' of i,_:,lt.'t'l'V. ('_f t'Otll'bt'. \vt'
( 3 ( , ; (
1 i 1 1 1
t_I ,I .I 1 0 1 3
I ic. .'7. .q,'_!ut._;, ,' ,_: 1._,11::2, _,,r,,'l I!i',l I.ic!lo_'s I1",1111 }_ [';
" lh,..'.l,i, v.lv. ['_,.t'.._lt¢,ttl_! P,'.,IIv t,_; ,, ¢_!
1 wish to choose the strongest possible signals from t_T in each pulse. To
::...... [:
_ obtain the strongest signal from PT. thus, we must take the dotted samples in[
_i Fig. ?7. These dotted samples follow an approximate parabola, as shown by
......'-_-_:] Eq. (87). It is these dotted samples which _'e will extract and use for the
azimuth correlation of PT. Associated ,vith each dotted sample is an azimuth.
phase factor of the form:
(Recall from Eq. (75) and the subsequent remarks that each dotted sample has
also a magnitxlde factor of (2M + 1. )
R is. remember, a function of azimuth position x. Thus, placing the dots
i
of Fig. 27 in an "azimuth" vector
' ! Az = (Az(l), Az(2) ..... Az(N))
'" _I where
N = 2M+I
we may again examine the effects of cross-correlating Az with a vector Azwhose
phase factor is the conjugate to Eq. (88), i.e.. at position x. _has phase factor
i ,-'7-1
I
I (of. Eq. (81)).
If we recall that
' X
R " Ro + 2R---_
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from Eq. (87), thenwe see that the correlation function takes the form
°l Let us throw the correlation function into a more "digital" appearing form.
Since presumably aircraft position x is related to velocity v and time t by
x = vt (90)
(provided t = 0 corresponds to the point of closest approach), we b.ave for
Eq. (89)
l l.et PRt:" = pulse repetition frequencyst_ thJt
1
&t - I_RI ., - puLse repetition period
is the length of tinge hetwcc_ pulses. (Recall that illsection 111. &t denoted the
_an_plin,u period; here howexer xve use it to denote the _zin_uth san_plin_
periud. ) l'hen if k = +I. ±2. ± _ .... ±Xl. the azinlutl_ refere_ce fullctio_ of
Kq. I'_1) i_ ,uix e_ ,_ ,_ lun_ tion of discrete t_lultiples of tiI11e _t lw
( ' ,).'\'-_(]<) = exp I IL x'i.kAt )" I ('_2t
!o
i.
! In Eq. (92). the constant phase factor
i J-i- x
is usually omitted.
Now we can see that the same correlation process as described in Sec-
, r:
i tion III may be used. In short, the vector in Eq. (9:") is embedded in a long
vector, padded with zeros, called the azimuth correlation function. The con-
! _ az(k) = ±\exp -j R. + -- (9-_)is on,bedded in an qually long zcro-padded vector. Note that the Az(k) arc the
i !_ <tots in Fig. 27.
v-......
"i_ if _ve observe that ,.\z(k) also has a constant phase factor exp _1"'i "-_14r'R°l
which may be removed, then we see that the essential cross-correlation is
i "" hearten
• I 2
;tn_l
at)"
._i:-::'-,' ..\z(k) exp I 4:" ,2k2( 1
= (j --_- \ 195)
a
} )
4-' x - {Xt}
II = -- _,
\ 21/
!
o_
t_,
,, ,, . .......
r-,
' Thus we may use l::q,(,,c)}to conclude that tileresult of azimutlL correlation
: has the form
" I{P) B sin [ kR° hl 2 "= {9o)
k
I where now the factor B is just the amplit-ude factor A. From the results of
q
1 Section III, we know the time resolution of Eq. (o6) is the reciprocal of the
azimuth bandwidth. Multiplying this time resolution by v, the aircraft velocity,
: _l gives the azimuth spatial resolution.
_o
More speci£ically, we know the azimuth doppler chirp rate in Eq. (Ol} is
I the second derivative of phase. Since azimuth phase {ba is
_a -- 2_ v't _\ R o
the chirp rate is ,
4_'V"
=-\R,---7 {97}
I£ the radar ilIumina_e_ IOT over a time T a, the radian bandwidth i._
}
RBW = 4-,v"
a \T x 1"8
O
and the IIcrt:_ I},_ndxxictth is RBW /2. or
a
}
2v"
BW = (08)
a _ x Ta
i ,
i.
!'2
J
i
The time T is called the coherent integration time. It is related to the physical
! a
] distance L over which the aircraft travels whir illuminating PT, by the simple
a
formula
....:i
La a
- (The length L is called the synthetic aperture length.) Therefore, Nq. (98}a
" may be rewritten as
2vL a
= 199)
.... BWa kR
= : 0
Assuming the antenna beam pointing direction is fixed, the maximum possible
1 over which PT is illuminated is the same as the width o£ the azimuth
,, length L a
beam on the ground. This width, t'rom Fig. 2, is given as Ro_ a. Thus for the
_t maximum value of I. a. Eq. (99) becomes
2v R ° _a
BW -
a kR
0
k
I.et L now denote the physical antenna azimutt dimension, Since _a = ]2 '
(of. Eq. {2¢,)), we have
B W 2v
a = -_. " {100)
1
Recalling that time resolution is given as BX_-----r-. w,." have then
a
I
=---= {101)
• &ta 2v
as the azimuth time resolution, and vXt a. or
= I. {lO-}}
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as the best obtainable azimuth spatial resolution. L is the physical antenna
azimuth dimension.
If, on the other hand, we use a shorter length for L a than the maximum
_ possible synthetic aperture length, then Eq. (99) implies a time resolution
value of
J
kR o
= -- (I03)Ata 2vL
a
_-- and an azimuth spatial resolution of v&t a or
kR
o (104)
_.x : 2 i.'-_
°1 as a function of synthetic aperture length L a. The reader will note from
o_.- Eq. _104) that the best azimuth resolution is obtained with the longest synthetic
aperture lcn)ath L . When the longest possible synthetic aperture is used.
Eq. 1102) applies and the resolution is limited by the physical ai:tenna azimuth
N, din_ension L. Therefore, in a SAR the smallest physical antenna leads tO the
best resolution. :ks an exan_ple, the SEASAT spaceborne SAR physical antemm
is 10 n_eters along the azimuth. The synthetic aperture length, however, is
tl_ort' than 4500 l_cters,
..\ lt,_v remarks are necessary here to clarify the simptifying assumptions
leading to the azit_ntt},, in,pulse response given by t.Zq. ('_,,). l.:q. (,h.) was
derived assun_ing a point target l'l" is alone in the in,age field and produces a
linear l.'.kl signal ethel,eel(ted in a lom.ter x ector of zeros. Since each point target
,tlor_,'_, the azillml}_ pro(lutes a dibtillt t :_o,_|i,_e,tr tratk (like tl_e t'isl_bL_nCb Of
Ii_:. 281 it ib cxi,lent t}l.lt tl'e actual crobb-correlatioll pl'o_ t, s5 tllust I)e p(:l'-
for i_t, I \,,il}: , ,,1"¢'; for CX.lll_plC. l'c,l(tl'l'5 l/lllliliar v, itl_ Ill t rosb-_orrelatio_
3;.
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AZIMUTH POSITION x _ FISHBONE DATA TRACE
Fig. 28. Fishbone Data Traces of Successive Azimuth Point
Targets at the Same Slant Range
techniquc_ will recognize the impossibility of performing r, fast correlation via
,}:
an I"FT for the azlnautla processing because tim "fishbone" data traces in
l Irig. 28 are not colinear. IX the data samples of each "fishbone" are used
separately to perform a time domain correlation, however', the absence of
interfering data from the neighboring fishbones will actually result in a "better"
impulse response than that depicted in Eq. (9_,1.
\Ve finally observe that the two-dimensional point target response
o' ("illlpttlst' rt'sl_c, nsc")_f a synthetic aperture rndar is the p_'oduct of the0
°_ _nc-dinlcn._ional re_ponses t_f (7_1 1/11([ (tll,}. "l'qlt' index ¢ is _ r/lll_2t" index
in (7; : in ('_,1 g is ,_n ,_.'inauth illdex. It is :_ ttSt'l'ttl t'Xt'l'CiSt' for the rt, ndt, r
k It', try Io vis_taii.'c this itl_pul.sc rt'sl_onsc.
,r
V. Some Additional Information
In all the above analysi._: we assun_ed a single point target PT at slant
. range R from the radar. The linearity of cross-correlation in both the range
l and azimuth processing ensures that at every position in the output array, the
pixel value obtained is "reasonably" proportional to the reflectivity of the
t corresponding location on the terrain. The illustration of this effect was
already given in Fig. 23, where the t'wo mainlobes in tl.e figure (together with
the sidelobes) add together to produce a curve which appears about the same
as that in the figure.
: Additional sinaplifying assumptions we have used may become apparent to
the reader as he continues to explore the field of SAR more deeply. However,
: 1 it is hoped that armed with the basic understanding provided by the above analy-
; sis. the reader will easily grasp the attendant subtleties.
For example, although an orbiting spacecraft SAR does not permit the
use of the simple geometry of Fig. 25. tlxc azimuth correlation function never-
it
theless stilt takes a forua sinailar to (91). because the quadratic approximation
is stilt useful. Thus the genera] SAR azimtttl_ _orrelation function has the form
I ".,',it"
° Az(t) = exp]j 2-ft +
xvhcre f is the doppler ccnt.r frcqueucy alad f is the azinmth chirp rate in Hertz/
_l second. 5olive i_teresti,;g probleuas related to S.,\R processing are described in
the next settiol_.
- , s
l VI. Some SAR Processinl_ Problems
_t A. Speckle' Becaus a SAR is coherent (i.e., preserves phase information), the
,_i, typical SAR image is marred with irregular variations in brightness which look
'l like a laser speckle pattern on the wall. The cause is the same for a SAR and
a laser.
Each resolution cell in a SAR image (i. e., each "pixel" or correlated
out-put poir, t) may be thought of as corresponding to a patch on the ground of
finite area. Within this patch there are many "point" targets, each contributing
to the overall reflectivity of the scene, as in Fig. 29. Suppose there are N of
PTI PT3
RESOLUTION pT2 POINT TARGETSC LL
RANGE • f
i "
• PTN
AZIMUTH
Fig. 29. C_mposition of a Resolution Cell
Iv
them, PT 1, PT 2 ..... PT Nwhere N',-,1. For eachk, 1 -- k _ N, PT k returns
a signal to the radar of the form
: c _ sk(t) = A k cos ¢ t - -- + e k (1051
' l; where
R = non_inal slant range to resolution cell
¢b(t) = the normal expected phase function, as in Section II. For
_" , example
4_lt) = --+ _%t
0 k : I_hase adjustment, a real number related to the actual slant
range of PT k owing to surface roughness, viewing angle, etc.
(TI:: phase adjustnaent Ok also depends on dielectric and
reflection-ph_,se-inversion characteristics of I_Tk). Thus
Ok is a random v_,ri_ble, uniforn_ on [0. ,:rr] . and independent
of 0, tot k # _'.
b
A k = IAk[ = the atnplitude or reflection efficiency of I'T k.
After n_ixing and correlation, tl_e return from t:'T k i_ estimated as
" I trk:ake_p.,ok, ,Io,,)
l_y the line,lt'ity of ct't_ss correlation, the overall correlated return from the
" resohltion t t, ll is
,{, N N
k=l k=l
iI / r .................. T . ,,
t
I
[ \Vo tl_ay oxpre_ each r k in C, arte_ian forn_ hy
{ rk ' I,,)
o_,I where I k and Qk are real. 'I'hu_ [:k I. (107) becomes
N N
_ =E Ik + JE Qk (109)
k=l k=l
or
,'4 : 1 + jQ (110)
where
N
,!
1 _ . (111)t = _ II',
_ k= I
N
L_ = _Qk (11")
k= I
I.'rot1_ I_¢I. II0). we tt_av ,_o l_,tCk to tlle polar representation; thus
' Lr!:\ _- .1"- ! tl14a)
\
,lll¢l
-1
_ t._t_ t_._ 11 t 11.11_)
o Since by Eqs. (111), (112), I and O are sun, s of many random variab]es, we may
assume by the centra] limit theorem (e.g., [4]) that I and O are identically
Gaus sian. Thus
--VI2/ + 0 2 (115)
A
is Rayleigh and
A 2 = 12 + Q2
is exponential, with mean equal to standard deviation. Thus the intensity A 2
I of the resolution cell is a random variable depending on look angle, slant range,
I
etc. The mean, E(A2). would presumably provide a better estimate of the
/ "true" reflectivitg of the resolution cell. However. we only have one sample
l value ofA 2 from our correlation processing, and the signal-to-noise ratio of
l
_ the exponentially distributed random variable A" is 0 dB. To improve the situa-
tion, we may try to obtain more sarnples for A 2. The interested reader is
referred to the excellent paper. [5], for further details.
B. Focusing
Both the range and azimuth correlation and signal functions were of the
form (Sections II, III)
s(t) = exp I j at2_ I21
where we choose "a" to n_atch the return signal value. In practice, especially
/or the Jzi:uuth processing, it is difficult to know the true signal value of "a"
because it depends on orbital infor:uation (of. k'(I. (q3), /or e×an_ple). N|is-
nlat_ h bet_veet_ the correlation value "a" and the signal value "a" results in
degradation of the impulse response Eq. (96). There exist various feedback
schemes to iteratively refine the value of"a" based on perceived image degra-
dation. The interested reader is referred to [6] for further details on these
|
:I' "automatic focusing" ("autofocusing") procedures.
C. Interpolation
: :: As in Fig. 27, it is necessary to take data values along a curve for the
azimuth correlation. Rarely does a sampled grid of SAR data contain exactly
3 the right points. The result of using samples offset from the peaks in Fig. 27
is amplitude modulation of the signal resulting in increased sidelobe levels in
the impulse response (Eq. (96)) and consequent image quality degradation. The
,_ interested reader may refer to [7], [8] for more information on interpolation
as a possible solution.
D. Roundoff Error
_- Digital processing is of course performed in a processor with finite word
lengths (and all the attendant dynamic range and accuracy limitations), Further
details and problem solutions are found in [1] and [9].
o
E. Sidelobes and Weighting
Because of the form of the impulse response in Eq. (96), image sidelobes
may sometimes be mistaken for targets. More often they will limit the radar
calibration accuracy. One solution is to "weight" the correlation functions. The
sidelobes are thus reduced but thc impulse response mainlobe is broadened. For
further ba,kground, see [10], Chapter 7, and [11], [12].
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